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The must-read text for criminal justice students, prospective police supervisors, and police

promotional exams.  Â     Supervision of Police Personnel, Eighth Edition, offers complete coverage

of the principles and practices of police supervision for leadership training of supervisors in law

enforcement and allied fields. This newly updated text explores relationships involved in individual

and group management methods and the practical techniques for carrying out the various

responsibilities of the police supervisor. Discussions focus on real issues faced by police

supervisors in interpersonal, operational, and administrative relationships. Written by experienced

police officers, the text presents time-tested content that is an indispensible resource for

promotional exams.
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If this is your first time buying the book then it's a great read. But for me, a waste of money. I have

the 6th Edition and expected this new one to have new info. IT DOESN'T!!!!! Same book, different

cover.

I've sent people to prison for lesser crimes than what the publishers of this garbage are getting

away with. It's pathetic that my department mandates this book for promotion to sergeant. $122 for

360 pages of mind-numbing nonsense. What a racket.



Were it not a required reading for a class, I would not recommend this short and drawn out book

that provides you with the same common sense information that you would receive from working in

any job. The author apparently had to meet a certain amount of pages in order to publish this book,

therefore there is a lot of jibber jabber on nothing.

Only reason to buy this book is if you're being tested on it. They've got you by the balls on this one.

this book should be called Basic leadership skills complicated x100. Seriously good concepts but

could be cut in half. ,

These Books are written by idiots that sit behind desks and haven't worked the street in decades.

Why make it sooooo complicated to read. There is no way in hell that people actually think this way

!!!

I wish to god my department had not drank so much of Iannone's Kool-Aid. Same old crap, over and

over again.

My husband read this book in preparation for the Philadelphia Sergeant's test. The book was easy

to read and had some really good points. My husband passed the Sergeant's test!!! This wasn't the

only book he studied but each book helped. If this review was helpful to you in any way, please let

me know by clicking on helpful. Thanks and Good Luck!!!
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